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Stories of September
Right Where You Are
Meet Liv Michaels It may have been seven years, but I'd know him anywhere. Sure, he's grown, filled out in all the right
places, but his captivating blue eyes and cocky grin are exactly the way I remember. Even though I'd much rather forget.
Liv Michaels is almost there. She's smart, determined and weeks away from landing the job she's dreamed about for years.
Time healed old wounds, even her broken heart from the devastation of being crushed by her first love. Meet Vince Stone
Women love a fighter, especially a good one. Lucky for me, I'm damn good. But there's one woman that isn't interested. Not
again, anyway. Vince 'The Invincible' Stone is every woman's fantasystrong, sexy, confident and completely in control.
Growing up surrounded by chaos, he's learned never to get too attached. Love will drag you down. He adores women,
treats them well, puts their own needs before his ownfor the night anyway. With the biggest fight of his life coming up, his
focus should be on training. When fate brings Vince & Liv back together again, there's no denying the chemistry is still
there. But can Vince erase the old scars their past left behind? Or will Liv hurt him instead?

All of You
"A sexy contemporary romance novel set in New York City about a love triangle"--

Transfer
When nursing student Avery Michaels begins seeing sexy tattoo artist Bennett, who is more interested in a relationship than
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a no-strings attached affair, she must make a difficult decision—let him go or finally let him in. Original.

Sticking to the Script
For the five rock gods of Sole Regret, finding love is easy, keeping it is hard. This anthology contains the first three novellas
in the One Night with Sole Regret serial series. In Try Me, Sole Regret's crafty drummer, Gabe "Force" Banner, seduces a
straight-laced accountant before she realizes she's talking to a rock star. In Tempt Me, Sole Regret's troubled lead guitarist,
Adam Taylor, might finally be ready to commit to the woman who saved him from a life of despair and abuse. In Take Me,
Sole Regret's enigmatic vocalist, Jacob "Shade" Silverton, tries to keep his cool around one off-limits woman from his past,
but she just might be too hot to resist.

Insider
Defy is a smutty, insta-love, insta-lust short novella. Defy is a prequel to Vicious (Sinners of Saint #1). It is recommended,
but unnecessary, to read Defy before reading Vicious. My name is Melody Greene, and I have a confession to make. I slept
with my student, a senior in high school. Multiple times. I had multiple orgasms. In multiple positions. I slept with my
student and I enjoyed it. I slept with my student and I'd do it all over again if I could turn back time. My name is Melody
Greene, and I got kicked out of my position as a teacher and did my walk of shame a la Cersei Lannister from the principal's
office, minutes after said principal threatened to call the cops on me. My name is Melody Greene, and I did something bad
because it made me feel good. Here is why it was totally worth it.

He Kissed Me First
Stella Gunn is the lead singer and lead guitarist of the Blue Moon Gypsies, and Stella used to be Mace's girl. But Kai "Mace"
Mason broke up with her and the loss of him rocked her world. One night, Stella gets a call, late (again), from one of the
members of her crazy band. She has to go play clean up (again) and runs into Mace (and a shed load of police) and ends up
getting shot.Mace finds he doesn't like it much that his ex-girlfriend got shot right in front of him, but it's worse. A very bad
man has thrown down the gauntlet, and all the Rock Chicks are in the firing line. Stella doesn't want Mace to be the one to
keep her alive, but she has no choice. Mainly because Mace isn't giving her one.

Pulse
Volume 3 of the One Night with Sole Regret series includes Tell Me (book 6) and Tease Me (book 7). In Tell Me, Sole Regret's
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drummer, Gabe Banner, has an incredible weekend of romance planned for his new girlfriend, Melanie, but she ends up with
some unexpected baggage that drives a rift between the insatiable lovers. in Tease Me, lead guitarist Adam Taylor, finally
has his life together and is ready to take a huge step in his relationship with his rehab counselor, Madison, but she isn't
necessarily on the same page.

Worth the Chance
HE SAID "Trust me - If there's one thing I'm not attracted to, it's the shrieking, overly-dramatic shrew that's taken over my
sister's apartment. And what is up with her hair? I know what I want; an easy, uncomplicated lay - and Cecelia Carter sure
as shit isn't one. But I never could resist a challenge, and vow to wipe that condescending grin off her pretty face. Aw, shit.
Did I just call her pretty..?" - Matthew Wakefield SHE SAID "Trust me - If there's one thing I'm not attracted to, it's an
arrogant, selfish and foul-mouth hockey player. I know what I want; someone who's good for my body and soul and makes
me laugh - and Matthew Wakefield isn't any of those things. I cannot stand the sight of him; I mean, what a jackass. If I
refuse to give him anything but sass and sarcasm, it's only because he deserves it" - Cecelia Carter

Billy F Gibbons
Book 1 of The Sinners on Tour Five stunning guys, one hot woman, and a feverish romance When sexy psychologist Myrna
Evans goes on tour with the Sinners to study groupie behavior, every boy in the band tries to seduce her. But the lead
guitarist is the only one she wants to get her hands on Brian Sinclair has been grappling with a creative block-unable to
compose music for months, until he makes love to uninhibited Myrna, and hears exquisite guitar riffs and finger-burning
solos in his mind in the midst of their passionate embraces. He grabs a ballpoint pen and composes what will be blockbuster
new songs, writing them all over her body and leading to all sorts of sex playbut how is he ever going to convince her that
he wants more than just one tour? The two lovers' wildly shocking behavior sparks the whole band to new heights of
gloryand sin The Sinners on Tour Series: Backstage Pass (Book 1) Rock Hard (Book 2) Hot Ticket (Book 3) Wicked Beat
(Book 4) Double Time (Book 5) Praise for Backstage Pass: "Olivia Cunning's erotic romance debut is phenomenal." -Love
Romance Passion "A sizzling mix of sex, love, and rock 'n' rollThe characters are irresistible. Can't wait for the second
book!" -DforDarla's Definite Reads, 5 Stars "These guys are so sensual, sexual, and yummy. This serieswill give readers
another wild ride" -Night Owl Romance, 5/5 Stars, Reviewer Top Pick

Life After Dark
Five bestselling authors have come together to bring you five smoking hot, never before seen novellas that will test the
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limits of your internal thermostat. What could be hotter than sizzling firefighters, sultry cowboys, sexy bodyguards, and
scorching bad boys? Nothing, that's what.

Rock Hard
Book 5 of The Sinners on Tour He craves her music and passionshe can't get enough of his body On the rebound from the
tumult of his bisexual lifestyle, notoriously sexy rock guitarist Trey Mills falls for sizzling new female guitar sensation
Reagan Elliot and is swept into the hot, heady romance he never dreamed possible. Ecstatic to be on tour learning the
ropes with Trey's band, The Sinners, Reagan finds she craves Trey as much as she craves being in the spotlight. When
Reagan's ex, Ethan Connor, enters the scene, Trey's secret desires come back to haunt him, and pleasure and passion are
taken to a whole new level of dangerous desire. The Sinners on Tour Series : Backstage Pass (Book 1) Rock Hard (Book 2)
Hot Ticket (Book 3) Wicked Beat (Book 4) Double Time (Book 5) Praise for New York Times and USA Today bestseller Double
Time: "Snappy dialogue, dizzying romance, scorching hot sex, and realistic observations about life on tour make this a
winner."-Publishers Weekly "It just doesn't get any hotter or any better. On and off stage."-Open Book Society "Smoking hot
sex and romance that pulls at your heartstrings."-Romance Reviews

Tell Me, Tease Me
On May 28, 2007, the Creation Museum opened in Petersburg, Kentucky. Aimed at scientifically demonstrating that the
universe was created less than ten thousand years ago by a Judeo-Christian god, the museum is hugely popular, attracting
millions of visitors over the past eight years. Surrounded by themed topiary gardens and a petting zoo with camel rides, the
site conjures up images of a religious Disneyland. Inside, visitors are met by dinosaurs at every turn and by a replica of the
Garden of Eden that features the Tree of Life, the serpent, and Adam and Eve. In Righting America at the Creation Museum,
Susan L. Trollinger and William Vance Trollinger, Jr., take readers on a fascinating tour of the museum. The Trollingers
vividly describe and analyze its vast array of exhibits, placards, dioramas, and videos, from the Culture in Crisis Room,
where videos depict sinful characters watching pornography or considering abortion, to the Natural Selection Room, where
placards argue that natural selection doesn’t lead to evolution. The book also traces the rise of creationism and the history
of fundamentalism in America. This compelling book reveals that the Creation Museum is a remarkably complex
phenomenon, at once a "natural history" museum at odds with contemporary science, an extended brief for the Bible as the
literally true and errorless word of God, and a powerful and unflinching argument on behalf of the Christian right.

Try Me, Tempt Me, Take Me
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A vampire slayer by necessity. Anissa Garnet is a vampire. She’s also a slayer. Anissa is no stranger to taking out the
enemies of her clan leader. Her assignment is simple. Jonah Bourke is not to attend the League of Vampires. Ever. It should
have been an easy kill. It should have been one and done. It would have been, if Jonah Bourke hadn’t saved her life. An
assignment like no other. Vampire clan leader Jonah Bourke is that one. He didn’t plan to be a hero. He didn’t want to save
the life of the slayer that was sent to kill him. Maybe he wouldn’t have, if he’d known. Too late now. Anissa just
compounded his problems. Not that he didn’t have plenty: A rebellious twin who wants to claim leadership of their clan and
a litany of supernaturals that want him dead. So what’s a vampire to do when he saves the life of the vampire girl sent to
kill him?

Staged
Redemption
Private detective Casey Holden has just gotten back from a vacation of fun in the sun when he gets an unexpected visitor,
Felicity Farren. Her husband was killed two years ago, and the local cops have let the case run cold. She wants answers, as
well as justice, and Casey appears to be the right man for the job. Since he's intrigued by Felicity, and since he doesn't have
anyone else knocking on his door, Casey takes her case. But when he starts digging for the truth, he soon realizes this isn't
a simple crime, and he probably doesn't have a big enough shovel

Royal Bastard
One story. Two couples. I fell in love with a man who didn't exist. What started out as romance ended in hell. His words
turned to razor blades. His kisses converted to fists. His embrace became my cage. His body transformed into a weapon,
stealing parts of me until ultimately. I broke. I hated him. My sole job in life became to protect our daughter. I wasn't sure
I'd ever escape the prison he'd skillfully crafted from my fears. Until the day our savior arrived. This is the story of how I
escaped the man who thought he owned me. The transfer of my life and my family.

A Very Naughty Xmas
A college senior takes Carrie Underwood’s “Before He Cheats” a bit too literally in this smart, snappy new adult debut, the
first in the Second Chances series, and finds herself sentenced to community service—where she meets a bad boy who
might just be exactly what she needs. Avery Melrose is used to having it all. So when her boyfriend cheats on her, she
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reacts like any spoiled rich girl—she freaks out and vandalizes his new truck, Carrie Underwood style. Now she’s stuck with
300 hours of community service to repent her sins, and dreading every minute. Seth Hunter just got out of prison, and after
a few hundred hours picking up litter on the side of the highway, he can finally put his mistakes behind him. If he can string
together some kind of existence, maybe it’ll be enough to get his sister away from their stepfather, the man who sent Seth
to prison in the first place. A romance between these two is doomed from the start. Girls like Avery want castles and white
horses, but Seth is no prince charming. He’s not even charming. He’s pissed off, and he’s got a chip on his shoulder big
enough to sink the Titanic. Spending time with Avery makes Seth think he could make something of himself, maybe even
be good enough for a girl like her. But when broken promises threaten to tear them apart, will they lose their chance at
happily ever after?

Righting America at the Creation Museum
Christine Feehan takes romance full throttle in the second gripping novel in her #1 New York Times bestselling Torpedo Ink
series. Breezy Simmons was born into a ruthless motorcycle club--and now that she's out, she's never going to be that girl
again. But when her past catches up with her, Breezy must go to Sea Haven to seek out the man who almost destroyed her.
The man who chose his club over her and left her feeling used and alone. As vice president of Torpedo Ink, Steele is ride or
die for the brothers he lived through hell with. He never thought he'd find something as pure as his feelings for Breezy, or
that keeping her safe would mean driving her away with cruel words that turned her love for him to ash. Now, Steele won't
let her walk away twice. He'll do whatever it takes to make Breezy his woman again--especially when he learns the real
reason she came to him for help, and that the stakes are higher than he ever could have imagined

Sinners at the Altar
Carter Hastings was only supposed to be a fling, A summer of fun, excitement, pleasure And, it was Everything. It's hard to
walk away, To leave the one man, Who resuscitates me. But I did. He didn't reciprocate my feelings. He didn't love me. Not
now. Not ever.

Some Like It Hot
This volume includes two novels -#8 and #9- from the best-selling One Night with Sole Regret serial series. In TREAT ME,
Sole Regret's sexy vocalist, Jacob "Shade" Silverton, spends a perfect weekend with his new girlfriend Amanda, and his
young daughter. He is ready to come clean with his ex and let her know he's dating her sister, but Amanda doubts their
relationship will survive her sister's scorn. Will their dirty little secret be their undoing? In THRILL ME, Sole Regret's sweet
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bassist, Owen "Tags" Mitchell, has found his perfect match. Caitlyn is smart, fun, and has a list of sexual fantasies he's
prepared to fulfill. Unfortunately, a pregnant groupie is convinced he's the father of her baby and is determined to make
him hers. Will Caitlyn be willing to stick around despite his unwanted responsibilities?

Outsider
If you love erotica-series like 50 Shades of Grey (E.L. James), Bared to you (Sylvia Day), Sinners on Tour (Olivia Cunning) or
Fade into You (Kate Dawes) you'll love adult-romance Close Up and Personal Actress and director. The stage is set for
passion Drama-school graduate Isabella Green wants to be a script-writer. But when she meets famous director James
Berkeley, she's tempted into the glamorous world of acting. Behind the camera, the mysterious Berkeley commands
discipline at all times. But Isabella soon discovers his dominant male tendencies also extend into the dressing room.
Suddenly Isabella is discovering a side of herself she never knew existed. But she is also learning more about the alluring
James Berkeley. Is his desperate past something she can help heal? Or will the flames of passion consume them both when
the cameras start rolling? Lights, camera, action "Close-Up and Personal takes books like Bared to You to another level. Get
ready for a sizzling new romance with celebrity." Book Group eBooks LOOK INSIDE this book to see why readers are loving
this actress and director adult romance. Other books like Close Up and Personal: * Bared to You, Sylvia Day * Hot Ticket
(Sinners on Tour), Olivia Cunning * The Ivy Lessons, J Lerman * Fade Into Me, Kate Dawes * Forty Shades of Pearl, Arianne
Richmonde What readers are saying about Close Up and Personal "If you love erotica series then this book delivers on every
level. Gripping story, characters to get into bed with, and hot, hot scenes. I give it five stars." S. Parker "I was so sad to
finish reading about Isabella and James. Thankfully there's two more books to enjoy before the trilogy ends." Emma Grey "I
love books like Bared To You and books like 50 Shades of Grey. This has so much more to it than many adult romance out
there. I was swept into the glamorous London acting scene and I didn't want to leave." Ms L Emmett About the Author JS
Taylor is a best-selling cross-category author. She teams fiction writing with a successful and award-winning journalism
career, working for The Times and The Mirror in London, UK.

Savage Urges
New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! "Cunning doesn't shy away from turning up the heat."—Just Erotic Romance
Reviews Where's the Fine Line Between darkness and desire Need and oblivion Pain and pleasure A man as talented as
Sinner bass guitarist Jace Seymour needs a woman who can beat out his self-doubt A woman as strong as Mistress V needs
a man she can't always overpower And in each other's tight embrace, an escape from harsh reality is always a welcome
diversion Praise for Rock Hard: "Readers will love the characters and enjoy their scorching love scenes and passionate
fights."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "Hot men, rocking music, and explosive sex? What could be better?"—Seriously Reviews
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"Sizzling sex, drugs, and rock 'n' rollAbsolutely perfect!"—Fresh Fiction

The Book of Drugs
Expanded for the occasion of ZZ Top’s 50th anniversary, Billy F Gibbons: Rock + Roll Gearhead throws wide Gibbons’
garage and studio doors for an exclusive look at his exquisite collection of cars and guitars. Love cars, guitars, and ZZ Top?
This visually stunning tour through this Grade-A Texas gearhead's weird, wild life, vintage and way-out custom guitars, and
influential hot rods and custom cars is mandatory education. From the near-mythical ’59 Les Paul sunburst known as
“Pearly Gates” and the “Furry One” of MTV renown to cars like the Eliminator, CadZZilla, and Kopperhed, they’re all
here—more than 60 guitars and 15 astounding vehicles, all expounded upon by BFG himself and shown in commissioned
color and artistic black-and-white photography. Cars and guitars that have made their way to light since the book's first
publication in 2005 are included: Cars: Mexican Blackbird 1958 Thunderbird Quintana ’50 Ford Custom El Camino GroceryGetter custom Whiskey Runner '34 Ford Coupe ’51 Willys Wagon Guitars: Party Peelers John Bolin Customs Neiman Marcus
BFG SG Nacho Telecaster John Bolin "Think Buck" T-style Mexican Blackbird solidbody Mojo Maker Tone Bender Zemaitis
custom Marconi Lab Guitar 1929 Dixie Ukelele 1939 Rickenbacker Frying Pan …and more! While BFG’s cars ’n’ guitars are
the stuff of legend, no less intriguing are the tales behind his incredible music career. From teenage Houston garage rocker
to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, the whole story is between these covers, told in the Good Reverend Willie G’s own words
and illustrated with photos and memorabilia from his personal archive. As with many rockers, Billy F Gibbons' jones for hot
rods and customs is the stuff of legend. But beyond this bona fide bluesman's mastery of the six-string and unrepentant
love for internal combustion is a noted collector whose own designs have manifested themselves in hundreds of mindbending cars and guitars. This is the definitive and official record of that genius.

Hot Ticket
KEENAN It's been four years since I ran away-from home, my brother, and my maybe father. I created a life free of
expectations while pretending I wasn't being hunted by all of the above. I managed to stay under the radar all this time or
so I thought. When big brother shows up and saves my ass, I'm forced to face everything I left behind, including her.
SHELDON It's been four years since I became another statistic. I made a lot of mistakes when it came to Keenan Masters.
The first was loving him at all. He took something from me the night he left, and when I told him I still loved him, he told me
he'd always hate me. After that, I learned how to be okay until he came back. Gone was the boy who always knew how to
make me laugh, and in his place was a cold, arrogant monster. Fear Us is a continuation of the events from book one and
two. It's recommended you read the series in order.
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Treat Me Thrill Me
Nightclubs and music venues are often the source of a lifetime's music taste, best friends and vivid memories. They can
define a town, a city or a generation, and breed scenes and bands that change music history. In Life After DarkDave Haslam
reveals and celebrates a definitive history of significant venues and great nights out. Writing with passion and authority, he
takes us from vice-ridden Victorian dance halls to acid house and beyond; through the jazz decades of luxurious ballrooms
to mods in basement dives and the venues that nurtured the Beatles, the Stones, Northern Soul and the Sex Pistols; from
psychedelic light shows to high street discos; from the Roxy to the Hacienda; from the Krays to the Slits; and from reggae
sound systems to rave nights in Stoke. In a journey to dozens of towns and cities, taking in hundreds of unforgettable
stories on the way, Haslam explores the sleaziness, the changing fashions, the moral panics and the cultural and
commercial history of nightlife. He interviews clubbers and venue owners, as well as DJs and musicians; he meets one of
the gangsters who nearly destroyed Manchester's nightlife and discusses Goth clubs in Leeds with David Peace.

Double Time
Recounts the addiction and recovery of the world-renowned solo artist and former lead singer and songwriter of Soul
Coughing.

One Starry Night
Defy
Taming the Storm: Victory through Praise is an incredible journey of hope, encouragement, and inspiration. "I learned that
when I feel emotions stirring or when I am feeling alone, I don't need to see myself as isolated. God is still with me! I don't
need to pull myself away from the world or expect the world to pull into me. Sometimes all I need to do is reach out"
Through compelling words, Bonny gently yet purposefully teaches us how to recognize our value and identity in Christ
through the circumstances that bind or keep us stuck in the crevices of life. As Bonny shares her own stories of healing,
growth, and heart and mind transformation, she introduces an interactive, thought-provoking process of letting go and
letting God. Bonny's care and compassion will embrace all hearts drawn into the truth she brings forward. What Xulon
editor, Eddie Cruz, is saying: Voice is friendly, earnest, intelligent, tender and encouraging. In reading this, there is a sense
of sitting at a small table with the author, perhaps drinking tea, and listening to her just talk This is not just academic
theory, but solid, walk-the-walk experiential instruction. Immersive and engaging. Bonny Miller resides in Pennsylvania with
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her two daughters. During the week, she works as a warehouse coordinator and volunteers for women's prison ministry.
Also a Christ Servant Minister and certified Life Breakthrough Coach, Bonny is passionate about teaching through writing,
public speaking, and mentoring. She seeks to encourage and help others discover truths about who they are in Christ,
where they are in life, and how loved and blessed they are.

Take Me to Paradise
The world is his stage¿Exodus End's legendary drummer, Steve Aimes, plays the role of a rock star better than anyone in
the business. Since his divorce, he's embraced every rock 'n' roll stereotype and uses those vices to keep women at a safe
emotional distance, while keeping their physical distance recklessly close. He vowed years ago to never give any woman
the power to break his heart again. He just has to keep playing the part, and never drop his guard, and stop obsessing over
the keyboardist in their new opening act. He didn't even want Roux's band on this tour in the first place, but somehow she
shattered his barriers without even trying. The only way he knows to save his heart from breaking is to make her his
forever, so why does she keep pushing him away?The stage is her world¿Roux Williams knows an opportunity like this only
comes around once in a life time. Her band, Baroquen, has finally gotten their big break and are opening for Exodus End
and Sinners-two powerhouses of rock-on the European leg of their world tour. She refuses to screw up this opportunity by
getting involved with Steve Aimes no matter how gorgeous, sexy and surprisingly attentive he is. She can't deny her
attraction to him-the man has the body of a god and the face of a model-but he's absolutely off limits. Maybe a lust-crazed
weekend on a private island will get him out of her system. Or maybe she'll fall even harder. Once the tour is over they can
date, but until then she must keep her distance, because mixing business with pleasure is not only tabloid fodder, it's
professional suicide. But damn, why does he have to be so stubbornly irresistible?When their worlds are rattled by a staged
ploy to destroy them, Exodus End's infamous bad boy and Baroquen's not-yet-famous good girl must figure out a way to
have it all and each other.

Rock Chick Reckoning
Sinners need love too Sinners at the Altar includes four complete wedding stories, each about a different member of the
rock band Sinners. These novellas are intended to be read after the Sinners on Tour series. When Sinners tie the knot,
things don't always go as planned. Appetite for Seduction - Epilogue to Backstage Pass Lead guitarist Brian Sinclair may
have finally won Professor Myrna Evans heart and her consent to wed, but being part of a high-maintenance band might
just ruin his long-anticipated wedding day and steamy wedding night. Will the couple ever find a moment's peace or are
some things more important than a night of uninhibited love-making? Sweet Love of Mine - Epilogue to Wicked Beat
Drummer Eric Sticks is determined to marry sweet and sassy soundboard operator, Rebekah Blake, on the spur of the
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moment. But can he really offer the love of his life the wedding of her dreams in a small, unplanned ceremony? And can
Rebekah offer Eric the one thing missing from his life that never realized he wanted? Patience - Epilogue to Rock Hard Lead
singer Sed Lionheart never really wanted a big fancy wedding. He just wanted the girl. But his hot-tempered fiancee, Jessica
Chase, has her heart set on a memorable ceremony and she is determined to persist through the aggravation to have the
wedding of her dreams. The ceremony turns out to be memorable, all right, but not necessarily in the way they'd planned.
Can the stressed-out couple recognize what's really important on their wedding day, or is the honeymoon over before it
even begins? November Rain - Epilogue to Hot Ticket Professional dominatrix Aggie "Mistress V" Martin is madly in love with
bassist Jace Seymour, but she's not in any real hurry to marry him. She's not really the wife "type." That all changes the
moment she lays eyes on the perfect place to say "I do." With more than one obstacle in their path to wedded bliss, will
these two ever make it down the aisle or will everything fall apart at the whim of others?

Fear Us
Book 4 of The Sinners on Tour How far out are your fantasies? When Rebekah Blake accepts a position as Sinners' new
soundboard operator, she's determined to seduce the band's rhythm guitarist, who she's always had a crush on. With her
self-esteem in tatters after cancer treatments, Rebekah craves someone's interest. But Trey Mills only looks good to
Rebekah in theory. When he can't give her what she needs, who will step in? From the moment he lays eyes on Rebekah,
Eric Sticks is completely smitten. It's as if fate dropped his perfect woman right in his lap. He showers her with attention. He
wants her. Desperately. When he finally gets her, the pair of kinky lovers will have to overcome their inner demons if they
want to take their relationship to the next level The Sinners on Tour Series: Backstage Pass (Book 1) Rock Hard (Book 2) Hot
Ticket (Book 3) Wicked Beat (Book 4) Double Time (Book 5) Praise for New York Times and USA Today bestseller Wicked
Beat: "A must-read for fans and newcomers alike." -RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 Stars, Top Pick of the Month "As expected, Olivia
Cunning brought the attitude, the atmosphere, the chemistry and the camaraderie I've come to expect from her writing."
-LeAnn's Book Reviews "This story has it all." -The Steamy Side

Backstage Pass
When journalist Toni Nichols joins the touring well-known heavy metal band Exodus End to interview the members and
assemble an interactive book for her mother's publishing company, their bass guitarist Logan Schmidt is torn between his
strong feelings for Toni and the band's past negative experiences with the media.

Resuscitate Me
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This sexy anthology includes five stories written by some of the biggest names in erotic romance. Please enjoy, but
sensitive readers beware, the contents may be so hot you get singed! SHARE ME by Olivia Cunning, NYT & USA Today BestSelling Author Lindsey longs for an amazing Christmas Eve with her favorite band, Sole Regret, and spends one snowy night
with two generous rock stars who love to share their gifts. JINGLE BALL by Cari Quinn, USA Today Best-Selling Author This
Christmas, rocking the office holiday party has taken on a whole new meaning LIGHT ME UP by Cherrie Lynn, NYT & USA
Today Best-Selling Author She's dreaming of a little sparkle in her stocking this year. He's planning a night that's anything
but silent AN INDECENT PROPOSITION by Stephanie Julian Two men. One Woman. Half a million dollars. One very indecent
proposition. CHRISTMAS IS COMING by Raven Morris The best gifts are all tied up with a bow

Vengeance Road
Special price. We’re all in this together. Find your #HEAATHOME Brooke Chapman-Powell takes her position as the Earl of
Englefield’s personal secretary very seriously. This job is what keeps her sister in her university for the deaf and the town
from completely shutting down. But the earl’s dying, and they have only one hope. An American. From some place called
Salvation, Virginia. Now she’ll have to teach the in-all-likelihood-uncouth-and-lazy half American how to be a proper earl if
they hope to save the village. God help them all. Nick Vane has about two gazillion things that land higher on his to-do list
than becoming an English earl. Things like naps. Hosting poker nights. Oh, and raking in the profits from his latest
invention. Accepting the title his grandfather has denied him since birth? Doesn’t. Even. Register. But Miss Prim and Proper
won’t give up, and before he knows what’s what, he’s on a plane to London. He’s got too much pride to go down easily, and
she’s got too much propriety to ever break the rules. They are as different as a cocktail fork and a bread knifeand the clash
between them lands these two in the most unexpected positions.

Wicked Beat
For almost a year, Madison has been Adam's hook-up every time his band, Sole Regret, tours through Dallas. But in spite of
the way he sets her body ablaze with passion, the occasional night of rock-her-world sex isn't enough anymore. She has no
problem getting guys into her bed, but can she tempt a rock god to take a chance on love?

Close Up and Personal
Before the school bell rang on September 1st, we were already falling in love.Stories of September is a collection of sweet
and sexy romance novellas from 10 best selling authors obsessed with falling in love. All new. All standalones. Guaranteed
to make you swoon.Stories include: Falling at First Sight by Willow WintersJust for a Little While by Fiona ColeMr. Klein is
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Fine by Meghan QuinnThe Fortune Teller by Skye WarrenHeadmaster Taurin by Ella FieldsOver His Knee by Jade WestHe
Made Me Stay by K. WebsterThe Painter by Amelia WildeDirty Little Secrets by Trilina PucciFumbled Future by Meagan
Brandy

Tempt Me
She's a lone wolf with a cause. As a volunteer at a shelter for lone shifters--the same one that rescued her--Makenna Wray
has dedicated her life to finding homes for its residents. And when she discovers that a teen in her care is related to Ryan
Conner, the broody, handsome-as-sin enforcer of the Phoenix Pack, she's eager to help connect the two. She just wasn't
prepared to feel a connection of her own. Lone wolves are loners for a reason--and most of them bad. Or so Ryan assumes
until he meets the mysterious Makenna. Quirky and sensual, she seems to enjoy riling him, especially when she refuses to
discuss her past. Although there is no mating bond, he's sure she's the one. All he has to do is be patient and wait. But
when another pack's sinister Alpha comes sniffing around, threatening Makenna and her shelter, this enforcer is ready to let
his wolf off the leash.

Taming the Storm
Reagan Elliot is the new rhythm guitarist touring with Exodus End and has already begun a relationship with both guitarist
Trey Mills and bodyguard Ethan Conner when her personal choices are swept into the media spotlight and Reagan realizes
she is on the verge of losing all that she has.

Falling Immortality
Steven Thompson had a bad year. A string of mean, kinky (the alarming kind, not the good kind), and crazy dating debacles
combined with a boss who appears to be experiencing male-prenatal-psychosis means Steven’s stress levels are high.
They’re so high, he’s decided to quit dating and focus instead solely on his job. Until he meets Dr. Ken Miles. Doctor Ken
Miles is having a fantastic year. His hard work is paying off in a big way . . . professionally. But his social life? Not so much.
Until he meets Steven Thompson. Steven isn’t so sure about Dr. Miles, but Ken is one hundred percent certain about Mr.
Thompson. And even though both men know full well that the key to getting what you want out of life is hard work, they
can’t seem to make them—together—work. Will they ever get on the same page? Or just keep sticking to the same old
script? 'Sticking to the Script' is a full-length contemporary romantic comedy, can be read as a standalone, and is book#2 in
the Cipher Office series, Knitting in the City World, Penny Reid Book Universe.
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